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NEPTUNE: The Seven Habits
Of Highly Effective (Innovation) Project Managers
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I spent the first fifteen years of my working life at Rolls-Royce, about three years of which
was effectively in a programme management role at the R&D end of the spectrum. In the
aerospace world, R&D cycles tend to be long, the technology is highly complicated, and it
is incredibly easy to spend enormous amounts of money in a very short amount of time.
Although I didn’t know it at the time, looking back, my experience doing the job
represented a classic example of ‘think of someone with an extreme version of your
problem and they’re highly likely to have found a solution’. We were the extreme version.
But because I didn’t know it yet, when we started Systematic Innovation and began
working with innovators in other industries their apparent lack of ability to manage projects
came as something of a shock. Especially innovation projects.
The core of the problem I now see is that the Project/Product/Programme Management
educators of the world have no idea what managing R&D projects entails. Not in the real
world at least. Look at the curricula they teach and what you see is the naïve assumption
that all project/product/programmes are the same and can be managed in the same ways.
And so students are shown how to construct and operate a Gantt Chart, they learn how to
build a risk management plan, they learn how to motivate unwilling team members. And so
on. Nothing wrong with any of these things if you never have to actually use them in a real
project/product/programme setting. If a project is an Operational Excellence/ContinuousImprovement non-step-change type, some of it might actually help deliver the project on
time, on budget and to specification. Or, two out of three at least. That seems to be the
global view in Operational Excellence World. But, any readers that know anything about
our Innovation Capability Maturity Model (ICMM) will know that whatever happens to
deliver success in Operational Excellence World is almost invariably going to fail in
Innovation World. A dominant reason being that in Operational Excellence World, we
expect people to follow the accepted rules, whereas in Innovation World, the job is often
about breaking rules. That’s ‘breaking rules’ in the accepted entrepreneur’s sense of
breaking them in order to find better ways of doing things.
Consequently, one of the biggest contributors to the 98% failure rate of innovation projects
is the fact that the project/product/programme managers have been taught to use the
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wrong tools, follow the wrong rules, measure the wrong things, treat people the wrong way
and head in the wrong direction. Apart from that, everything is fine.
For a long time, I’ve had on my jobs-list ‘write innovation programme management book’.
I’m still not sure what the title should be, but I’ve been pretty certain about the sub-title
from the beginning, ‘the 98% of programme management skills they don’t teach you on a
programme management course’.
The book is still a long way away (or rather is too far down the book-writing priority list),
but we’ve had occasion over the course of the last decade to teach a lot of the contents to
innovation teams inside a number of our client organisations. A lot of them are looking for
something proprietary. Which usually means taking the various universal principles of
managing innovation projects right and configuring them into a cunning, easy-toremember internal acronym. Which in turn means I can’t then use it anywhere else. So,
here, finally, are the self-same universal principles, but now with a new acronym that
doesn’t infringe other client-proprietary ones.
Ideally, project or product or programme management requiring a ‘system’, the Law Of
System Completeness tells me there should be six of these universal principles. Or
twelve. Or a higher multiple of six. Instead, I’ve ended up with seven. In part to attach the
overall story to the ‘Seven Habits’ meme created by Steven Covey, in part because that’s
how many colours there in a rainbow so they can be easily colour-coded and a rainbow
makes for a good first project management metaphor, and in part to tap into the human
short-term memory ability to remember no more than seven different things at any one
time.
Enter, NEPTUNE. First up in its Law Of System Completeness form:

Coordination
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Sensor
Empath
Plate-Spinner

Transcender

Uniter
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Transmission

Tool
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Interface

The ‘seventh’ principle in this model arrives by splitting the sensor element of the overall
system into two parts: one covering what we might consider the intangible/emotion-related
‘Empath’ measurement aspects of a project team, and the other – ‘plate-spinner’ –
covering the tangible measurement elements.
Let’s have a look at each of the seven elements in acronym-sequence:
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The Coordination element of the overall project management system is all about knowing
where a project/product/programme is going. In keeping with the tangible/intangible split
within any project, the Navigator’s job essentially reduces to two maps of the innovation
world, both of which will be familiar to TRIZ/SI users and regular readers of the ezine. The
first concerns the tangible evolution of all things in a direction towards an Ideal Final
Result. Here the project manager’s duty is to ensure that the project is heading in the right
– ‘increasing value’ – direction and is going to deliver a ‘more ideal’ solution than all of the
other competing solutions on the same convergent path to IFR.
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The intangible side of the Navigator’s story then concerns the Hero’s Journey and making
sure we know where we are in that Journey. The big idea here being that when we know
where we are, we know what to expect in the future.

An Empath is ‘a person with a paranormal ability to perceive the mental or emotional state
of another individual’. Innovation projects will inevitably involve a whole bunch of different
stakeholders, spanning a range from team members and suppliers, to customers, to
complementors, to regulators, to bosses and sponsors. A good project manager is able to
gauge the emotional state of each stakeholder and ensure that they are all perceiving a
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win and continuing desire to support the project. Easy enough to say. In all probability the
most difficult of the seven elements to manage well. Which is where PanSensic has been
designed to come to a project manager’s assistance.

The tangible side of the Sensor element of the project management system is all about
recognising the need to keep lots of plates spinning. Success with innovation projects is,
first and foremost, about managing unknowns (Reference 1) and successive cycles of
divergent and convergent problem definition and solution generation activity. Particularly in
divergent phases, the oft-used expression in SI project teams is ‘diverge until it hurts’.
Which, I think, gets right to the heart of the Plate-Spinner’s role: maximising the number of
plates (ideas, clues, problems, contradictions, untapped resources, Evolution Potential,
etc) that we can keep spinning without letting any of the others topple.

The Transcender is the Engine of the project management system. It is the thing that
recognises that innovation derives from the discovery and resolution of conflicts and
contradictions. And that the way to resolve contradictions – per the whole of the TRIZ
research findings – is to transcend them and not to make trade-off and compromise
solutions. In a project context, there will be contradictions everywhere. Again, in the
tangible world, it is about revealing the contradictions that, once transcended, will deliver
the ‘wow’ solutions desired by customers, and on the intangible side, it is about revealing
the emotional contradictions present in and around the project stakeholders. In particular
recognising the many ‘right-versus-right’ situations where two or more different
stakeholders hold views that are both correct and in conflict with one another. The
Transcender understands that these conflicts need to be solved by means other than the
usual method of scrabbling for an uncomfortable middle ground between the two.
Transcending contradictions means escaping the ‘or’ and discovering the ‘and’.
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In the first version of these seven habits, the Transmission part of the system was called
‘Shield’ and the picture-speaks-a-thousand-words image used to illustrate what the shield
was all about showed a bulletproof-vest with a Superman logo on it. The accompanying
words then talked about being prepared to take a bullet for the team. The bullet being
most likely to come from a gun fired by people in the Operational Excellence part of the
organisation. People whose job is to make today’s revenue, and often see R&D projects
as things that spend too much of that revenue and rarely give anything in return. Sadly,
there is no ‘S’ in NEPTUNE and so the next preferred label for this element in the system
was Umbrella. In the sense that an umbrella is also a shield. Usually a shield from rain
and other adverse weather, but more metaphorically useful in the innovation context, it
offers a shield from the fall-out from flocks of Operational Excellence seagulls flying
overhead. Or perhaps, better still, protection from the frequent fallout from Operational
Excellence hierarchies where the innovator, irrespective of impressive job title, is most
likely to be viewed as the person at the bottom…

Innovation Team

Market research has subsequently revealed that some managers don’t think ‘Umbrella’ is
serious enough. Hence, we end up extending the metaphor one step further and
recognise that one of the tasks of the project manager is to Unite everyone under cover of
the umbrella.
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Turtles aside, Ninja (忍者) were a type of Japanese warrior who specialised in
unconventional warfare such as infiltration, sabotage and assassination during the age of
the samurai. Another name for ninja is "shinobi", meaning "those who act in stealth". Ninja
employed inventive, counter-intuitive tactics to take opponents out by surprise. Which all
seems to fit nicely as the Engine part of the project management system. Due to their
unorthodox methods which contradicted the way of the warrior (bushido), the ninja were
not credited with the same honour as the (Operational Excellence) Samurai. That also fits.
Especially in organisations where the ICMM Level is below three. Ninjas, meanwhile,
continue to feature prominently in Japanese legend and folklore, where they are
associated with legendary abilities such as invisibility, walking on water and control over
natural elements. All metaphorical traits consistent with leading innovation teams through
the inevitable periods of complexity and chaos of any project.

Ecologists study the relationships between living things and their environment. Ecologists
often have to study and explain how human actions affect other living things and their
environment. This is the Interface part of the project management system, and as such is
intended to convey the need for the manager to be cognisant of what’s happening in the
outside world. Here’s another of the NEPTUNE elements that has also suffered a little
from seriousness-syndrome. I still prefer the original ‘Elephant’ version of the last letter of
the acronym. In part because ‘elephant’ is more likely to be remembered. But mainly
because – and perhaps we’re back to tangibles and intangibles again – when it comes to
interfacing with the world outside the innovation project team, the project manager needs
to be keeping a constant eye out for elephants in the room. The unspoken things that
everyone is thinking about, but nobody dare voice. The project managers job is to call out
these elephants.
Not much Ecology in that metaphor, but there definitely is in the first one that prompted me
to want to use Elephant. Here I’m talking about the famous Indian story of the six blind
people standing around an elephant and being asked to describe what it is they can feel in
front of them…
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One person thinks it is a spear, another a fan, another a snake, another a wall, another a
brush. The moral of the story is that there may be some truth to what someone says.
Sometimes we can see that truth and sometimes not because they may have different
perspective which we may not agree too. So, rather than arguing like the blind men, we
should say, “Maybe you have your reasons.” From the project management perspective,
Elephant is the part of the system that reminds us that a) the job of the project manager is
to recognise the differing perspectives of different team members, and, b) more
importantly, see the elephant for what it actually is.
Part of me likes the ‘Umbrella’ and ‘Elephant’ versions of the NEPTUNE acronym. They
don’t sound as serious as the ‘uniter’ and ‘ecologist’ words, which can be a problem in
some worlds, but in many ways, I think they make for better metaphors for the project
manager’s role in Innovation World. And they’re certainly more memorable. Time will tell
which of the variants gets to survive. Here are the two together in a crude attempt at
making a first experiment with a friendly, ezine-reading, audience:
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So, finally, why NEPTUNE? Well, apart from the fact that the name fits with the intended
meaning of the seven system elements…
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…Neptune was the chariot-piloting, Roman god of waters and seas. He was a god who
controlled winds and storms. Also known as Neptunus Equester, he was further
recognised as a god of horses and horsemanship. Both of which seem to have another
strong metaphorical link to the management of innovation projects. Projects where the
seas are often turbulent and unpredictable, and, almost invariably these days, full of
competitors racing towards the same elusive victory.
Also consistent with the metaphor, Neptune could also summon winds and storms. By
roiling the seas and delivering crushing waves, sailors that failed to follow Neptune’s
advice were likely to lose their ships and be sent to a watery grave. Approximately 98% by
current standards.
Neptune is also usually depicted wielding a trident—a three-pronged thrusting weapon
used by Mediterranean fishermen for centuries. The trident offers us a final element to our
project/product/programme management metaphor, one that brings us full circle back to
the Operational Excellence version of the project management job. Each tine of the trident
representing one of the three ultimate iron-triangle desires of any project – to be on time,
to be on schedule, and to be on specification. Except, of course, in the real world, the
trident has to have a handle. A handle that tells us, in Innovation World, we only deliver
the three requirements if we also successfully get a grip on risk:
specification
time

cost

risk

Reference
1) SI EZine, ‘Managing The (4H) Unknowns’, Issue 171, June 2016.
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ICMM – A Decade Down The Road
(a new Foreword and Afterword for the impending publication
of the Japanese edition of the ICMM Introduction book)

It’s hard to believe we’re approaching a decade since the initial launch of our Innovation
Capability Maturity Model. The initial idea was to repeat the success of the CarnegieMellon initiative to build a Capability Model for the IT world. They saw a need to
professionalise that world, and managed to enter the market quickly enough and well
enough to gain a critical mass before anyone else had realised what was happening.
History tells us that, though we managed to do the ICMM job well enough, speed was not
our ally. In part because we took too long to get agreement from our academic partners
(Duke University, IIT, Tsinghua, UTS, LSE) to put their respective logos on the material,
but mainly because we failed to listen to our own predictions regarding periods in history
when innovation become everyone’s necessity rather than merely nice to have.
As long ago as 2009, we’d seen that the world was in the first phase of a Crisis period. A
period that we said would reach a climax between the years 2020 to 2025. Our TrenDNA
research had revealed a number of insights explaining the abject failure of futurologists,
economists and politicians – the very people tasked by society with the job of seeing what
the future holds. Firstly, that the world was complex and therefore emergent: this in turn
meant that solid prediction of the future was only possible using bottom-up, first-principlebased methods. One of which was that, while events (tsunamis, stock-market collapses,
pandemics, etc) happened at random, society’s reactions to those events was conditioned
by repeatable generational patterns.
Secondly, and crucial to the creation of ICMM, was a ‘blinding flash of the obvious’
recognition that the future was not predictable by extrapolation of trend information.
Sooner or later one trend direction would conflict with another. Conflicts that economists
and politicians would conveniently ignore, but in reality turn out to be the secret to a stepchange in prediction capability: it isn’t the trends themselves that determine how the future
emerges, but rather the relationship between multiple trends. Specifically the inter-trend
conflicts. And the realisation that it is when innovators came along and resolve these
conflicts that the real, messy, discontinuous – one s-curve to the next – evolution of
industries and society happen.
Listening to our own predictions should probably have caused us to delay launch of ICMM
until closer to 2020, the year when Covid-19 tipped the whole world off its current s-curve
into the sea of chaos that currently affects almost every institution on the planet. But, we
didn’t do that, and quickly found ourselves drowning amongst what eventually turned out
to be literally hundreds of other premature Innovation Capability focused Models.
To call the majority of them ‘Models’, however, would be something of an over-statement.
Most were little more than naïve questionnaires. Questionnaires that for the most part
missed or mis-understood the importance of conflict-resolution as the foundation of
innovation. And then usually compounded this fundamental mistake by further assuming
that the building of organisational Capability was, like the parallel world of ‘continuous
Improvement’, a simple continuous yellow-brick road journey to a rosy future.
Unfortunately, like everything else in life, building Innovation Capability is all about the
emergence and resolution of conflicts and contradictions. Only this time they are
contradictions relating to the organisation of people within our enterprises and institutions.
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It also, finally, didn’t help that most players entering the Innovation Capability domain
sealed their fate early by using the wrong definition of innovation (Reference 1).
Being wrong about something, however, doesn’t necessarily mean that you will fail.
Especially when entering markets that also don’t know what ‘right’ is. In the short term –
the years 2014-2018 mainly – whenever one of the Big Five consulting organisations
launched their own, inevitable, Innovation Capability Model, the fact that they had a
famous logo meant that their myriad client organisations were lured into a horrible trap.
The blind were now leading the blind. And by 2018, the world of Innovation had hit
something close to rock bottom: senior leaders (almost none of whom had reached their
lofty position by doing anything relating to innovation) were being advised by continuous
improvement consultants, almost no-one at the working level was being taught even the
basics of how to innovate, and worst of all, middle management (truly ‘The Blob’ when it
came to innovation) were utilising KPIs and measures that unwittingly made sure that
virtually no innovation attempts had a chance of becoming successful.
Because contradiction-solving sits at the heart of innovation, any tool, method or workrelated philosophy that fails to acknowledge this fact is bound to fail. Of the myriad
problem solving and ‘creativity’ tools available to the unknowing manager, only one or two
have understood the vital role of contradictions. We were fortunate enough to have been
well-versed in the three main ones – TRIZ, Theory Of Constraints and the work of Edward
De Bono – when we embarked on our ICMM journey. This knowledge allowed us to
quickly recognise that building Innovation Capability inside an organisation was also
subject to the emergence and resolution of, what turned out to be, a very finite number of
different conflicts and contradictions. It was like the original TRIZ research all over again –
a realisation that engineers and scientists the world over are all working on basically the
same problems, and end up solving them using the exact same small number of
strategies. Except that, in the world of business, the number of different Innovation
Capability-hindering problems was an order of magnitude smaller: every innovationseeking enterprise on the planet, in other words, would experience almost exactly the
same contradictions as every other one.
Today, in our New, post-pandemic, World, when every enterprise has had a step change
forced upon them – some for the better, most for the worse – the future belongs to those
that can adapt and re-learn the fastest. Despite the best efforts of TRIZ, TOC and De
Bono educators over the course of the last twenty-plus years, where innovation has
occurred, it has invariably happened as a result of generous amounts happenstance, luck
and trial-and-error dominated persistence. Today, it is a brave organisation indeed that
decides to rely on these traits. Innovation-by-guessing was okay when the need for
innovation was relatively low, but now, when the need has become an imperative, it
absolutely is not. Companies and institutions need better, more repeatable ways of
achieving successful step-change, and I’m proud to say, only our Innovation Capability
Maturity Model has been proven to help.
We may not have had the leverage or logo of a Big Five consulting company, but we have
had the very good fortune to work with a host of large and small enterprises over the
course of the last decade since the arrival of ICMM, and we now know that the theory
translates completely into practice. Yes, it will be difficult, yes, it will cause frustration and
in some cases anger that the education systems of the world have equipped us all so
badly for the innovation job, and, yes, it will require some brave, counter-intuitive decision
making. But it will work. Systematically, scalably and fast. The future beyond the next five
years will belong to those that best prevail through the next five years. And those most
likely to prevail will surely be the ones with the highest ICMM Level.
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I am very happy to learn that this Japanese translation of the ICMM Introduction book
comes at just the right time to catch this Crisis period in history.
Reference
1) Systematic Innovation E-Zine, ‘Defining Innovation (40 Years Too Late)’, Issue 221,
August 2020, http://systematic-innovation.com/assets/iss-221-aug-20.pdf.

Afterword:
ICMM – Into The Future
While ICMM may not yet have become the global standard we would still like it to be, the
last decade has seen the arrival of sufficient client organisations to justify a continuation of
the research and the development and the realisation of a number of significant advances
to the work published in the original 2012 Introduction book.
We knew, for example, when we included the assessment questionnaire in the book, that
these kinds of survey instrument are prone to gaming and distortion by respondents, and
that therefore we needed to at least complement it with better, more automated ways of
measuring Innovation Capability. This desire was cemented when it quickly became
apparent that clients taking the survey to reveal their own Level also needed to know the
corresponding Levels of their competitors. A big part of the Model is about helping
organisations get from where they are to where they need to be. And a big part of knowing
where they needed to be was driven by where their competitors were along their own
Journeys. Given the impossibility of getting competitors to fill out survey questionnaires,
we needed to create ‘outside-in’ tools that could make use of public domain information
surrounding an enterprise – their patents, annual reports, speeches and interviews with
the Senior Leadership team for example – in order to make a credible and meaningful
assessment of Capability Level. This challenge fitted well with a number of analysis tools
we developed for a more general innovation requirement to measure what is important
rather than what is merely expedient. It is easy, for example, to measure the number of
patents owned by an organisation, but such a measure only becomes useful if we can also
measure the quality of those patents. Measuring patent quality was something we were
able to do thanks to our knowledge of TRIZ and particularly the Trends of Evolution part of
the toolkit. The resulting ‘ApolloSigma’ tool has now become a core part of the Systematic
Innovation method, a tool that we have been using consistently for the last decade in order
to analyse any and all new patents and thus help us to continue the momentum of our
ongoing, ‘someone somewhere already solved your problem’ TRIZ research.
In a similar fashion, we co-founded the spin-out company, PanSensic, as a platform
designed to help clients make other important measurements – what is the morale of
staff? How much trust is there inside an organisation? What are the Values of the people
that work there? What frustrations are customers experiencing? What are their
contradictions? All of these things, we’ve found – usually through painful and timeconsuming experimentation with brave clients – are eminently calculable provided you’re
able to harness the masses of unstructured narrative data floating around in and around
an organisation.
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Even though we’re ten years into the PanSensic evolution journey, there is much that still
needs to be done. Yes, we can already make an accurate assessment of an enterprise’s
ICMM Level. Yes, we can calculate not just their Level, but how far they are in the Journey
to the next Level. So, not just being able to say an organisation is ‘Level 2’, but now that
they are at Level 2.4. This outside-in capability has also meant that we’ve been able to
assess the ICMM Level of thousands of different organisations across different industries.
The overall picture this presents is one of continuing innovation capability dysfunction:

One of the main implications of the realisation that almost 90% of organisations across the
world exist at very low Levels of Innovation Capability, is that the large majority of
innovation tools – most notably TRIZ – are in many ways too far ahead of the game. The
majority of TRIZ tools need ICMM Level 4 Capabilities to make effective use of them. This
over-shoot problem presents a not insignificant set of chicken-and-egg challenges for any
institution seeking to get better at innovating.
One of the ways to help resolve this contradiction has been another piece of ongoing
research within the Systematic Innovation Network: the systematic assessment of the
innovation literature – which has averaged close to 2000 business texts per year for the
last decade – in order to contextualise each contribution relative to the various different
ICMM Levels. A useful analogy here is thinking whether it would be a good idea for me to
get tennis tuition from Roger Federer. Given that my tennis-playing capability is these
days quite low, probably not. I’m more likely to make progress being coached by someone
one or two levels ahead of me rather than four or five. We started the job of identifying
innovation texts suitable for each ICMM Level in the original Introduction book. We have
continued that job over the course of the last decade, mainly through manual and often
painful reading of those 2000 books per year. And now, going forward, we will no doubt
continue to do the same. Albeit now assisted by the aforementioned narrative-analysis
software tools, which are almost as able as identifying a book as being suitable for, say,
Level 2 innovators, as a long-term ICMM researcher.
All of this knowledge feeds into the final piece in the ICMM jigsaw, the often mentioned
‘Journey Books’. Books designed to help management teams make the difficult stepchange Journey from ICMM Level 1 to Level 2. Or 2 to 3. Or 3 to 4. Or, probably last in the
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sequence of publication given that there are realistically less than half a dozen enterprises
that can claim Level 5 status, the Level 4 to Level 5 Journey book.
Much of the material for at least the first three of these Journey books has existed for
some time now. Thanks again to those brave clients that have allowed us to work with
them to travel through the various Journey stages. The Level 2 to Level 3 Journey book
looks like it will finally have all of it’s ‘i’s dotted and ‘t’s crossed ready for publication before
the end of 2021. The Level 1 to Level 2 book – probably the most needed book based on
the high percentage of organisations that find themselves at Level 1 – looks set for
publication in 2022… it would have perhaps been more desirable for us to publish this
book first. The problem has been that the sweet-spot for Systematic Innovation client work
has very definitely been the Level 3 and 4 organisations of the world. It is much easier, we
have found, to talk about contradictions with people that understand what a contradiction
is. Another chicken-and-egg situation that hopefully again, the broader awareness of the
Innovation Capability Maturity Model following publication of the Japanese edition will help
create.
And then, of course, one of the other inevitable consequences of the pandemic-driven
Crisis is that many people have already lost or will likely lose their jobs in the next few
years. No sooner had we published the ICMM Introduction book, we realised there was a
need for a ‘Level 0’ on the ICMM scale. Level 0 being the state that any start-up enterprise
will find themselves in. Their primary job is to turn their innovative idea into a moneymaking business. Which in essence means that they start with an innovation attempt, and
if they’re successful end up being an operationally-excellent, ICMM Level 1 company.
Given the urgency of catering for this start-up challenge, 2020 saw the publication of our
‘Hero’s Start-Up Journey’ book. It describes the Capability-building Journey from zero to
Level 1. So far, by way of indication of the changing times in which we live, in just the first
four months since publication, it has become one of our best-selling books.
Meanwhile, whether start-up or established business, the innovation clock is ticking. The
time for innovation is now and for the next four or five years. After that, when the world has
found its new s-curve, it will perhaps be time for us all to re-focus our attention back in the
world of Continuous Improvement. A world that, as far as we can tell (‘Operational
Excellence Capability Maturity Model (OECMM)’, SI ezine, Issue 228, March 2021) is for
the most part still stuck at its own Level 1.
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Not So Funny – 1+1<2

And so, back to Inventive Principle 5, Merging again. According to the theory, when
problem solvers bring two solutions together the outcome is supposed to deliver benefits
greater than the sum of the parts. Most times, however, one plus one adds up to
something less than two. Often less than one. Most times, expediency trumps
innovation…

That shouldn’t, however, prevent us from admiring the sort of ingenuity that saves money.
Tough times demand prudent measures…

For some reason, the fine-dining world seems the most enamoured with Principle 5…
With bananas coming out as the most versatile ingredient…
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…including, these days, as an essential component in the armoury of the world’s finest
smoothie chefs…

Taco-bell + banana + strawberry + almond milk. Mmmm. Almost as good as the ‘Elvis
Smoothie’, the default version of which includes peanut-butter and bacon. Slightly less
upmarket, then, comes the old MountainDew-Dorito one-two. Or rather the MountainDewMonster-Dorito one-two-three. The former has become a bit of a meme of late. Moving
first to the MountainDew-Dorito cupcake (naturally)…

…until, eventually, the Ideal Final Result is achieved…
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Cut out the middle-man I say. Here are a few more that haven’t quite made it that far yet.
Only a matter of time, though. You heard it here first…

Popcorn-and-ketchup tortillas? Cheese-slice-pretzels? Or salsa-Oreos?
I think I know where my investment dollars are headed.
Unless…

…A Principle 5 and Principle 27, meta-Merge, stroke of genius if ever there was one. And
so economic. Not so good on the essential food groups though… which is probably where
the MountainDew comes in again.
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Patent of the Month – Protective Helmet

Short, sweet and to the point this month. And congratulations to a quartet of inventors at
the University of Washington. Their novel helmet was granted US patent number
10,966,479 on April 6. The problem description is about as succinct as they come:
Sports-related traumatic brain injury, and specifically concussion, have become major concerns for
the NFL, the NCAA, football teams and participants at all levels. Such injuries are also significant
concerns for participants in other activities such as cycling and skiing. Current helmet technology
is inadequate, as it primarily protects against superficial head injury and not concussions that can
be caused by direct or oblique forces. Additionally, currently available helmets absorb incident
forces linearly, which transmits the bulk of the incident force to the head of the wearer.

Helmet design represents a perennial safety-versus-force conflict problem. In the
Washington design, they’re also interested in oblique-force impact. We can combine the
two problem and look them up in the Contradiction Matrix like this:

And here, as described in the patent’s main claim, is how the team have made their stepchange advance:
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A helmet, comprising: an inner layer, the inner layer having an outer surface; an outer layer having
an inner surface, the inner surface spaced apart from the inner layer outer surface; and an
interface layer disposed between the inner layer outer surface and the inner surface of the outer
layer, the interface layer comprises a plurality of elongated filaments having an aspect ratio
between 3:1 and 1,000:1, at least two of the plurality of elongated filaments having different aspect
ratios, the plurality of elongated filaments extend between the inner layer outer surface and the
outer layer inner surface, the plurality of elongated filaments including a spacing between the
plurality of elongated filaments, the spacing is filled with a gas, the interface layer further including
a plurality of segmented tiles, each of the plurality of segmented tiles attached to a subset of the
plurality of elongated filaments; wherein the plurality of elongated filaments are configured to
buckle in response to an external incident force on the helmet.

Which, looking at the design cross section view, sounds and looks a lot like Inventive
Principles:
30 (Flexible Shells & Thin Films) – use of ‘filaments’
7 (Nested Doll) – enclose the filaments and gas between an inner and outer surface
17 (Another Dimension) – orienting the filaments to be perpendicular to the two surfaces
3 (Local Quality) – different aspect-ratio filaments; segmented tiles; local buckling
Easy when you know how.
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Best of the Month – Business Recoded

We live in the most incredible time. So sayeth Peter Fisk, global thought leader,
bestselling author and inspiring speaker, whose career was forged in a superconductivity
lab, accelerated by managing supersonic travel brands, shaped in corporate development,
evolved in a digital start-up, and formalised as CEO of the world’s largest marketing
network. There will, he continues, be more change in the next 10 years than the last 250
years. Given that the words were written in January 2020, today, just over a year later, it
sounds like a prediction already out by a factor of ten. His focus, though, was technology
rather than pandemics. Technologies with the power to help mankind leap forwards in
‘unimaginable’ ways. To transform business, to drive radical innovation. to accelerate
growth and achieve progress in the broader world too.
Artificial intelligence and robotics, Fisk’s thesis continues, will come together with new
mindsets and business models to disrupt everything from entertainment to education,
healthcare and travel. For businesses, large and small, it creates a new playing field, with
many new possibilities. For people, young and old, it brings new challenges and
opportunities. For leaders, it demands new perspectives, new values, and radical new
thinking.
“Business Recoded” is about having the courage to achieve more. It is about stepping up
to see further ahead, to explore more radical ideas, to discover new talents, to seize
bigger opportunities, to have more influence, and to positively amplify your impact.
“Business Recoded” is about rising up to lead the future of your business … Fisk presents
7 new ‘shifts’ for business leaders … 7 ways to raise their game:
Winning … to rise above the pursuit of progress through incrementalism, to develop a
future mindset, a forwards orientation, redefining success and how to achieve it.
Sensing … to rise above the chaos of change to see the drivers of tomorrow, making
sense of complexity and uncertainty, finding the best new opportunities.
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Framing … to rise above the limitations of business as a profit machine, to capture a
higher purpose, guided by the desire, strategies and choices, to make life better.
Creating … to rise above the obsession for technologies, whilst harnessing their
intelligence and capabilities, to innovate more radically for people and society.
Delivering … to rise above the limitations of big and small, incumbent or start-up,
transforming organisations, fusing brands and networks with speed and agility.
Teaming … to rise above what we each contribute separately, to harness the power of
diversity and collaboration, people and platforms, achieving more together.
Leading … to rise up to be the leader of the future business, with courage to embrace
change and progress, inspire and enable others, finding your own magic.

Staying with the ‘7’ theme, each of the book’s seven shifts is then segmented into seven
codes. All of which makes the book easy to dip in and out of. Not all of the 49 codes
work… another classic case of ‘if only he’d known TRIZ’… but by my reckoning over twothirds hit the spot. And half the other third probably fall into the ‘egg-sucking for
grandmothers’ category rather than being plain wrong-headed. Even the ‘innovation’
related ones, where, despite using Definition II (‘implemented ideas’), he at least provides
the call to action that leaders need to hear.
Sevens and sixes being a bit of a theme in this month’s ezine in light of NEPTUNE and the
Law of System Completeness, here’s how Fisk’s seven shifts fit into the Law:
Coordination

Sensor

Aurora
Komorebi

Awestruck

Ingenuity

Ubuntu

Syzygy

Engine

Transmission

Tool
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Transcendent

Interface

So, at the very least, we can say that, all six of the essential elements having been
covered, Business Recoded also makes sense from a system completeness perspective.
Whether the same holds true when we look at the seven Codes within each of the seven
Shifts, I’ll leave to those with more time on their hands…

Finally, and perhaps the best reason of all for getting hold of a copy of Business Recoded,
it contains a host of real-world micro-case studies that go some way beyond the Usual
Suspects.
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Wow In Music – Good Morning, Captain

Few folkloric mysteries are quite as eerie as that of a ghost ship. When a ship’s
complement goes missing, there’s usually only one direction they could have gone, but
something about an empty ship adrift in open waters feels more strangely chilling than the
typical whodunit. When there’s nothing but ocean in any direction, the prospects feel
particularly grim.
Slint‘s Spiderland is a ghost ship in the form of a rock album (or a post-rock album if such
distinctions are necessary), a hollow vessel coasting forward long after the band that
made it faded into the background. Not that they literally disappeared – most of the band’s
members all went on to make music, David Pajo in particular having a prolific career in a
number of different bands and solo projects. Yet the myth of Spiderland, over time,
became bigger than the band. In fact, Slint broke up shortly after its release, having played
only a few dozen shows, and the weird, haunting music they created on this second and
final document as a band created outlandish legends in the absence of any real
information – that the making of the album resulted in everyone in the band being
institutionalized. There was another, even less credible story, about the members of the
band dying in a car accident, but that one was pretty easy to debunk, seeing as how
they’re all still alive. The lore about Spiderland is scary campfire story fare, the kind of
strange legend that only exists when a band doesn’t bother to make the effort to ruin the
mystique.
With Spiderland, the music does most of the heavy lifting. It’s a peculiar, chilling set of
songs. The (Principle 2) drumless “Don, Aman” is an eerie moment of stillness and
anxiety, “Nosferatu Man” lives up to its vampiric title through David Pajo’s (Principle 22)
jarring guitar squeals, and “Washer” is at once a (Principle 37) beautiful and intimate
depiction of depression. They feel less like songs and more like (Principle 15) shapeshifting phantoms caught on tape. But its closer, the epic showpiece “Good Morning,
Captain,” is the one that most literally retells haunted maritime lore, its lyrics alluding to
“Rime of the Ancient Mariner” and its intense climax one of the most blood-curdling
moments in recorded music.
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“Good Morning, Captain” portends something dark from the icy ring of its opening chords.
In a little under eight minutes, the band plots out a slow-motion course of hallucination and
torment, McMahan delivering spoken-word imagery as if his face were lit from below with
a flashlight: “Scattered remnants of the ship could be seen in the distance/Blood stained
the icy wall of the shore.” The tense voyage is as much one of a personal isolation and
internal struggle as it is an interpretation of Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s epic poem.
A first listen doesn’t quite prepare anyone for its climax, however. Throughout the song,
McMahan’s vocals are reserved, spoken rather than sung, sometimes (Principle 39) barely
audible. He narrates the song but he’s as much part of the scenery as the one guiding the
voyage. But there’s a brief break as the song nears its end, McMahan muttering, “I’ll make
it up to you, I swear I’ll make it up to you…“, and then the tension is broken with a
(Principle 38) scream that would reverberate for the next three decades: “I MISS YOU!”
It’s a scream of desperation, a scream of helplessness – the kind of blood-curdling scream
that inspires its own telephone-game folklore.
“Even after all this time, those screams gives me the chills,” Pajo told The Guardian. “If
Brian hadn’t made himself vulnerable on that record we wouldn’t be talking about it now. It
would have just been an interesting album of instrumentals, but he wore his heart on his
sleeve.”
Elsewhere, Pajo described the heart-on-sleeve recording of the track in more detail:
“The way I remember it is that Brian had an ideal for vocals, and he played the 4-track for me. I
had an idea of what he was going for. But every time we practiced before going into the studio, it
seemed like he would want to change the arrangement. The guitars stop so he can do the verses,
and he kept changing the lyrics, so we had to keep changing the arrangement. And when we went
into the studio, it turned out he had changed them again. I feel like for him, that song was never
really finished. What’s on Spiderland was just where it was on that day. But Brian’s vocal delivery
really blew me away. He had a really exact idea of how each line should be delivered. He had a
clear idea of the narrative. Right before the “I miss you” part, some of the spoken word stuff where
he’s saying “I’m sorry” and “I’ll make it up to you”.... That was all improvised. He was trying to build
up to “I miss you,” but then he’d say he wanted to try again. So we’d roll back over it and he’d try
again. Then he did the one that’s on the record, and I remember being really blown away. He
wanted to tape over it, but I remember being like, “Dude, you need to come in here and listen to
this verse.” Even now, I’ll get the chills when it comes to that part. And that feeling doesn’t happen
to me much in my old age. [Laughs]”

Those screams you hear are as close to an actual exorcism as you’re likely to hear on an
actual piece of music. McMahan said he had an “out of body experience” during the
recording, and ran to the bathroom afterward, with the explanation “I got sick.”
Which leads us back to the myths surrounding Spiderland. Here’s the surprising part:
They’re actually true – sort of. Nobody died, obviously. But McMahan did check himself
into a psychiatric hospital while he was struggling with anxiety, and was separately
hospitalized on another occasion after being hit by a car. Certainly the stories were
overblown and exaggerated, by they’re still rooted in very real experiences of trauma. The
band’s since reformed and toured several times, even performing their cult-classic album
in its entirety at festivals, which perhaps removes it from its unsettling context, if
temporarily—I saw Slint play Spiderland at FYF Fest a few years back during the daytime,
which was still amazing, but would have felt more appropriate once the sky had gone dark.
Put “Good Morning, Captain” on after midnight at home, when the world is still and the
mercury drops, and don’t be surprised if those Principle 39/38 phantoms come back
creaking out of the hull.
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Investments – Transparent Electronics

A new study, out this month, could pave the way to revolutionary, transparent electronics.
Such see-through devices could potentially be integrated in glass, in flexible displays and
in smart contact lenses, bringing to life futuristic devices that seem like the product of
science fiction.
For several decades, researchers have sought a new class of electronics based on
semiconducting oxides, whose optical transparency could enable these fully-transparent
electronics.
Oxide-based devices could also find use in power electronics and communication
technology, reducing the carbon footprint of our utility networks.
A RMIT-led team has now introduced ultrathin beta-tellurite to the two-dimensional (2D)
semiconducting material family, providing an answer to this decades-long search for a
high mobility p-type oxide.
"This new, high-mobility p-type oxide fills a crucial gap in the materials spectrum to enable
fast, transparent circuits," says team leader Dr Torben Daeneke, who led the collaboration
across three FLEET nodes.
Other key advantages of the long-sought-after oxide-based semiconductors are their
stability in air, less-stringent purity requirements, low costs and easy deposition.
"In our advance, the missing link was finding the right, 'positive' approach," says Torben.
There are two types of semiconducting materials. 'N-type' materials have abundant
negatively-charged electrons, while 'p-type' semiconductors possess plenty of positivelycharged holes.
It's the stacking together of complementary n-type and p-type materials that allows
electronic devices such as diodes, rectifiers and logic circuits.
Modern life is critically reliant on these materials since they are the building blocks of
every computer and smartphone.
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A barrier to oxide devices has been that while many high-performance n-type oxides are
known, there is a significant lack of high-quality p-type oxides.
However in 2018 a computational study revealed that beta-tellurite (β-TeO2) could be an
attractive p-type oxide candidate, with tellurium's peculiar place in the periodic table
meaning it can behave as both a metal and a non-metal, providing its oxide with uniquely
useful properties.
"This prediction encouraged our group at RMIT University to explore its properties and
applications," says Dr Torben Daeneke, who is a FLEET associate investigator.
Dr Daeneke's team demonstrated the isolation of beta-tellurite with a specifically
developed synthesis technique that relies on liquid metal chemistry.
"A molten mixture of tellurium (Te) and selenium (Se) is prepared and allowed to roll over
a surface," explains co-first author Patjaree Aukarasereenont.
"Thanks to the oxygen in ambient air, the molten droplet naturally forms a thin surface
oxide layer of beta-tellurite. As the liquid droplet is rolled over the surface, this oxide layer
sticks to it, depositing atomically thin oxide sheets in its way."
"The process is similar to drawing: you use a glass rod as a pen and the liquid metal is
your ink," explains Ms Aukarasereenont, who is a FLEET PhD student at RMIT.
While the desirable β-phase of tellurite grows below 300 °C, pure tellurium has a high
melting point, above 500 °C. Therefore, selenium was added to design an alloy that has a
lower melting point, making the synthesis possible.
"The ultrathin sheets we obtained are just 1.5 nanometres thick - corresponding to only
few atoms. The material was highly transparent across the visible spectrum, having a
bandgap of 3.7 eV which means that they are essentially invisible to the human eye"
explains co-author Dr Ali Zavabeti.
To assess the electronic properties of the developed materials, field-effect transistors
(FETs) were fabricated.
"These devices showed characteristic p-type switching as well as a high hole mobility
(roughly 140 cm2V-1s-1), showing that beta-tellurite is ten to one hundred times faster
than existing p-type oxide semiconductors. The excellent on/off ratio (over 106) also
attests the material is suitable for power efficient, fast devices" Ms Patjaree
Aukarasereenont said.
"The findings close a crucial gap in the electronic material library," Dr Ali Zavabeti said,
"having a fast, transparent p-type semiconductor at our disposal has the potential to
revolutionise transparent electronics, while also enabling better displays and improved
energy-efficient devices."
The team plans to further explore the potential of this novel semiconductor. "Our further
investigations of this exciting material will explore integration in existing and nextgeneration consumer electronics," says Dr Torben Daeneke.
Read more:
The paper High mobility p-type semiconducting two-dimensional β-TeO2 was published in
Nature Electronics in April 2021. (DOI: 10.1038/s41928-021-00561-5)
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Generational Cycles – The Map Of Tiny Perfect Things

1993 saw the release of one of my all-time favourite films, Groundhog Day. A film that I
can still put on at any time safe in the knowledge that I will enjoy it. I haven’t quite
memorised the script, but probably a fair chunk of it forms a part of my everyday lexicon
(‘I'm not going to live by their rules anymore’, ‘morons, your bus is leaving’, ‘I'm betting
he's going to swerve first’, ‘Watch that first step. It's a doozie’, ‘what if there is no
tomorrow? There wasn't one today’...). It is probably an iconic film for Generation X. The
film with the unrepeatable (excuse the pun) story: unpleasant man, Phil Connors, relives
the same day again and again until he finally learns how to be a better person. Perfect for
the generation that experienced the arrival of the McJob.
Except, there’s no such thing as ‘unrepeatable’. By the start of this year, the world has
skipped forward two generations and Hollywood (or at least the Amazon version thereof),
never an institution to let a one-off idea be used once has deemed it time for a Generation
Z revival. Only no-one in the cohort is quite old enough yet, so the story needs to be
adjusted slightly and instead of having a grumpy adult, The Map Of Tiny Perfect Things
features a pair of adolescent high-school teens. In generation-cycle terms the two films
stack up like this:
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While there are inevitable dangers in drawing general generational generalisations from a
pair of datapoints (not that it has stopped us in the past – our rationale being that we’re
trying to find exceptions rather than confirmations of the Strauss & Howe model), here are
a few thoughts that might have some relevance to the allying of the X and Z generations:
• As in Groundhog Day, the proponents in TMOTPT go through a similar evolution
through the various different levels of the Gravesian Value Systems, and, indeed,
only escape the torment of repeating the same day over and over when they hit the
enlightenment of the seventh, Holarchy, Level.
• Unlike Groundhog Day, TMOTPT features a pair of proponents who go through the
repeating day. Xers like loners; Zers have had the same sort of ‘team’ thinking
instilled in them that the Millennials had driven into them.
• Groundhog Day is a comedy, TMOTPT, even though it is advertised as a romcom,
is largely the opposite. One of the upsides of re-living the same day is that you
learn things that everyone around you doesn’t know. You can use this knowledge
for comedy purposes. Or to solve one of life’s mysteries. GenZ is an ‘Artist’
generation, a name that comes from their lack of desire to live life and rather to step
back and watch it. Which, without spoiling the film, pretty much fits the reason why
the female character in TMOTPT is stuck in the same day: it’s because that’s where
she wants to be.
• With infinite time at 17, the TMOTPT leads embark on an endearingly cheesy
mission: to observe, appreciate, and “collect” (“kinda like Pokemon,” Mark says) all
the tiny, usually unseen, “perfect” moments in their small town. The film’s middle
section is a fluid, understated ode to pristine mundanity; the pair observe an elderly
woman’s perfect hand of cards, traffic stop for a tortoise, the improbably alignment
of a car logo’s wings with a sitting pedestrian, the clouds form a question mark, the
little things that trip one’s daily focus from the step ahead to awe. Groundhog Day,
on the other hand sees Phil Connors with his head up looking at big picture things
rather than down.
• TMOTPT was written by GenXer, Lev Grossman. Groundhog Day was written and
directed by Artist generation (well, actually right on the cusk with the Prophets, but
if I had to guess which side of the generational fence he fell on, I’d definitely go with
Artist) giant of popular film, Harold Ramis. I think this is called ‘going full circle. Or
maybe paying-it-forward.
Beyond all that, though, this still being a time of lockdown/semi-lockdown for many, and
hence there’s a greater level of possibility to watch something – anything! – on the
television, consider this short article a plug for The Map Of Tiny Imperfect Things. It’s not
as good as Groundhog Day, but it’s better than almost anything else that’s out at the
moment. And, every lockdown day feeling like every other lockdown day, it probably
serves as some kind of pandemic-pointing Groundhog Day metaphor too. And if that
doesn’t convince you, consider watching the film a research assignment.
Cheer up. It might never happen. Again.
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Biology – Rolling Swarms

Picture the scene. You’re part of a new born brood of sawfly (Perreyia flavipes) larvae and
you want to get from A to B. All the time you and your siblings are exposed and in the
open, you’re vulnerable to being picked off by predators. So, moving faster would be a
good idea. But then, there’s only so much you can do to make your legs go faster. Sounds
like a contradiction. One that looks like this:

Enter a combination of Principles 5 (Merging), 15 (Dynamics) and 19 (Periodic Action) for
some fast-moving sawfly contradiction solving…
So here's the scene. Destin, of the incredible YouTube video series Smarter Every Day,
and Phil Torres, who's a conservation biologist and intrepid rainforest explorer, come
across this large, writhing ball of larvae in the Amazon rainforest. And seemingly
immediately, Destin has an idea - what if the reason that the caterpillars are crawling over
each other is to get a speed boost? So he goes home, and designs a wonderfully elegant
experiment, using Lego, to prove his point. I just love how this simple Lego powered
explanation gets right to the heart of this strange phenomenon.
It's a simple, but mind-blowing idea. Anyone who's been on one of those endless moving
walkways at airports knows that if you walk on a moving belt, you'll get to the end faster.
And so the sawfly have joined together (Principle 5) essentially built a (Principle 15)
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larvae-powered conveyor belt. Unlike a typical conveyor belt, this one never runs out,
because the caterpillars keep (Principle 19) disassembling and re-assembling it.
The really surprising thing is that this entire rolling swarm of caterpillars moves faster than
any single caterpillar can, as Destin taught us with his Lego race.
Here's the reason. Every caterpillar spends some time on each 'floor'. At the ground floor,
a caterpillar moves at normal speed. The next floor up, it's moving at 2X speed, because
the floor is moving forward and so is the caterpillar. The next layer up, it's moving at 3X
speed, because the floor is moving at 2X speed, and so on. Every single caterpillar has
spent some time moving slowly in the first floor, and some time moving faster in the higher
floors. On average, its speed is somewhere in between - faster than a lone caterpillar, but
slower than the caterpillars on the top.
A two layered larvae train is 1.5 times as fast as a lone larva. Destin worked out the math,
and a three-layered swarm of larvae is 15/8 (nearly 1.9) times as fast as a single larva. A
three-layered swarm of larvae should be twice as fast as a single larva. By working
together, these larvae can move twice as fast as they would by themselves.
Properly geek out over the mathematical model here:
https://www.wired.com/2013/07/why-are-these-caterpillars-climbing-over-each-other-thesurprising-science-behind-theswarm/#:~:text=It%27s%20a%20group%20of%20caterpillars,to%20KILL%20IT%20WITH
%20FIRE.&text=thing.,It%27s%20a%20group%20of%20caterpillars%2C%20moving%20in%20a%20formation%
20known,to%20KILL%20IT%20WITH%20FIRE.
Or check out a video of the sawfly larvae here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YehR0wSUioY
Or caterpillars here:
https://imgur.com/gallery/PEJZ76S
And, just so we know that nature is pretty good at re-inventing the same wheel multiple
times, here’s a photo of a species of centipede that have also evolved the 5/15/19 speed
trick:
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Short Thort
A book is a journey.
We start in one place. We end somewhere else.
Which means it’s a good idea to know where you are.
And where you want to get to.
Choose an author with a different start-point to you,
Or choose one with a different goal,
And you either fail to set-off or fail to arrive.
Or, worst of all, both.
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News
Critical Systems Book
We are into double figures as far as chapter contributions for this Intech Open book
publishing project. Which likely means, with a couple of remaining gaps looking like we will
be able to fill them, that the project will proceed to completion. Darrell is the main editor for
the book. If you think you might have a late contribution to make, please get in touch with
him directly to explore possibilities.
TRIZ Future Conference
The 2021 conference, scheduled for early September, has been switched to become
another virtual rather than face-to-face event. The good news is that this will make it
cheaper for people to participate. The bad news is that it will be easier for the organiser to
mute comments and questions from the SI team. Although, turning that around the other
way, it will also mean we’ll be able to mute questions from others. Or answer while we’re
still on mute. All being well, the event will mark the first public visibility of Matrix 2022.
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International Society For The System Sciences
As a part of the ISSS long-running series of Saturday lecture events, Darrell will shortly be
presenting an update of the TRIZ 4.0 paper, this time using Complex Systems as the start
point rather than TRIZ. Hopefully we will have more luck introducing TRIZ to the Complex
Systems community than we’ve thus far had introducing Complex Systems to the TRIZ
community :).
New Projects
This month’s new projects from around the Network:
Agriculture – Design Make Project
Agriculture – Invent-To-Order Projects x2
Agriculture – Process Improvement Project
Agriculture – Cost-Down Project
Conglomerate – SI/DT Certification Workshops
Consulting – SI Certification Workshops
FMCG – Measurement Innovation Project
Automotive – Patent Bulletproofing Project
Government – Innovation Strategy Project
Logistics – SI Certification Workshops

Copyright Disclaimer: As regular ezine readers will be aware, we often use images obtained from
a broad range of different sources, usually to set them in a different context to the original one –
for example using an image to illustrate a TRIZ/SI learning point. It is our policy to always seek
permission to use such images. We seem, however, to be entering a world in which a small
minority of copyright owners are actively seeking to hide their ownership. We will leave our readers
to speculate on the possible reasons for this. In the meantime, all readers should note that any
images where we have not been able to trace ownership, no copyright infringement is intended,
nor do we claim to own any of such images. For the benefit of any hidden copyright owners that
make themselves known to us, we will be happy to remove said images should they wish. The SI
ezine is a free publication with a purely educational focus. SI does not and will not make money
from any of the images contained within the ezine.
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